Re-expression of an inactivated variable surface glycoprotein gene in Trypanosoma equiperdum.
Variable surface glycoprotein (VSG) genes in African trypanosomes are often activated by the duplicative transposition of a silent basic copy (BC) gene into an unlinked telomerically located expression site, producing an active expression-linked copy (ELC) of that gene. However, some BC genes that are already linked to a telomere are activated without apparent duplication or transposition. We have recently shown that an active VSG ELC can be inactivated in situ, apparently without rearrangement. To explain these observations it has been suggested that VSG genes that are associated with chromosome telomeres are activated by chromosome end exchanges that occur at a considerable distance upstream from the genes themselves and place them cis to a unique VSG expression element. In an attempt to test this model we derived five VSG-1 expressing variants from BoTat-2, a VSG-2 expressing variant of Trypanosoma equiperdum which carries an inactive residual VSG-1 ELC (R-ELC) as well as the active VSG-2 ELC near unlinked chromosome telomeres. We examined the fates of the VSG-2 ELC and the VSG-1 R-ELC in these variants. All five had maintained the VSG-1 R-ELC; three in a reactivated form and two in an inactive state. The latter two variants carried new, active VSG-1 ELCs: one in the site that had previously contained the VSG-2 ELC and one in a previously unidentified site. The VSG-2 ELC was lost in all five of the variants. The results are not consistent with the simple chromosome end exchange model, which predicts that the VSG-2 ELC would be inactivated but not deleted when the VSG-1 R-ELC was reactivated.